Simultaneous Fluorescence Visualization of Endoplasmic Reticulum Superoxide Anion and Polarity in Myocardial Cells and Tissue.
Diabetic cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a critical complication of diabetes, the accurate pathogenesis of which remains elusive. It is widely accepted that endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and abnormal fluctuations of reactive oxygen species (ROS) are considered to be closely associated with progress of DCM. In addition, DCM-induced changes of myocardial tissue and ROS-derived oxidation of proteins will cause changes of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains and may further seriously alter the myocardial cell polarity. Thus, real-time detection of ROS and polarity in ER of live cells and in tissue will contribute to revealing the exact molecular mechanisms of DCM. In this article, we first present an ER-targetable fluorogenic probe termed ER-NAPC for sensitive and selective detection of superoxide anion (O2•-). ER-NAPC can precisely target ER and visualize the increase of O2•- level in a live H9c2 cardiomyocyte cell during ER stress. Meanwhile, by combining ER-NAPC with a polarity-sensitive probe, ER-P, we accomplish the simultaneous fluorescence visualization of O2•- and polarity in ER of live cells and diabetic myocardial tissue. The dual-color fluorescence imaging results indicate that the O2•- level and polarity will synergistically rise during ER stress in live cells and diabetic myocardial tissue. The proposed dual-color imaging strategy may offer a proven methodology for studying coordinated variation of different parameters during ER stress oriented disease.